Schaffhausen Hospital

Location: Geissbergstrasse, 8208 Schaffhausen
Type of contract: Competition, 1st Prize 2017
Construction phase: 2023-2028
Client: Schaffhausen Hospitals SSH
Construction volume: CHF 240 Mio. (SKP 1-9)
Provided service: 60 % TL SIA 102
General contractor: Itten+Brechbühl AG, Zurich
Landscape architecture: ASP Landschaftsarchitekten AG, Zurich
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Programme
New hospital building with operating
theatre, IPS/IMC, day clinic, endoscopy,
emergency, outpatient clinics, medical
services, gynaecological clinic, obstetrics
and nursing wards. Conversion of old
hospital building with rehabilitative
transitional and long-term care area.
Concept
Schaffhausen cantonal hospital is located
in a forest clearing on the outskirts of the
town. The square building, 82 m long and
wide, complements the characteristic old
building from the post-war period.
Together they form a new, attractive
forecourt on the west side. A colonnade
facing the square with a main entrance
located in the centre of the main facade
characterises the hospital as a public
building.
To the park to the south, the new volume
forms a facade together with the historic
existing building, although the old
building maintains its character as a
freestanding building in the park. The
height difference of the site is used to
great advantage for the network of paths.
Three generous, planted courtyards bring
daylight into the centre of the building, as
far as the basement level. On the ground
floor, the courtyards create interesting
visual relationships across the building
and give the reception and waiting areas a
unique spatial atmosphere. In addition,
they also provide optimal orientation for
visitors and staff.
A central main axis in a north-south
direction divides the building on all the
floors. A generous staircase leads from
the two-storey entrance hall to the first
floor and basement, where the intensive
public uses are accommodated. The two
top floors contain the patients’ rooms.
The new building is wrapped with a
facade of alternating horizontal bands of
windows and cladding.
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